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SEEKING BLESSINGS
FROM THE DIVINE
On the eve of Gurpurab,

eminent personalities
from the political realm

were present at the residence
of deputy chief minister of
Punjab, Sukhbir Singh
Badal and his wife,
Harsimrat Kaur Badal,
union cabinet minister of
food processing. They hosted
a paath to celebrate Guru
Nanak Jayanti.
The theme of the occasion

was going green and saying
no to fireworks. The venue
was lit with floral decor.
Among those who attended,
included minister of finance
& corporate affairsArun
Jaitley, minister of home
affairs Rajnath Singh and
minister of state, skill
development &
entrepreneurship Rajiv
Pratap Rudy.
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One of the country’s
leading premium car
manufacturer and the

largest passenger car
exporter,Hyundai Motor
India Ltd (HMIL) recently
launched its Global SUV The
All New Tucson – Born
Dynamic. This new model is a
reflection of Hyundai’s fluidic
sculpture 2.0 design
philosophy. The design
expresses spirit and passion
with a modern and a

confident touch, and gives
it a distinctive look. Speaking
at the launch, YK Koo, MD
and CEO, Hyundai Motor
India Ltd said,“The aspiration
of owing a SUV is a global
phenomenon. It represents a
significant step and will
herald a new chapter in
HMIL’s growth story.
Sold over 4.5 million units
globally in 12 years, the all
new Tucson is a modern

and confident game changer
SUV. The launch of 3rd
generation Tucson will
create a benchmark by
giving world-class Hyundai
experience to keen Indian
customers.”
The front of the Tucson is

dominated by the Hyundai
signature hexagonal front
grille, which connects with

the dual barrel LED
headlamps to create a
distinctive identity. The long
bonnet accentuates the sleek
profile while the ‘Z’ character
– line above the rear wheel
arches creates a sculptural
side profile with a powerful
stance.
The car is offered in 6-speed

manual and automatic
transmission, which delivers
quick, efficient shifts and
high fuel efficiency. The
Manual Transmission (MT)
comes with flex steer to allow
drivers to switch among
normal and sport modes for
steering response depending
on the road conditions and
driver preference. The
Automatic Transmission (AT)
supports the new drive mode
select feature to choose among
normal, eco and sport modes
for higher fuel efficiency and
enthralling performance
respectively.
The introductory Ex

showroom price, New Delhi,
for the petrol variant starts at
`18,99,000 and goes upto
`21,79,000 and the diesel
variant starts at `21,59,000
and goes upto `24,99,000
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Are you ready to vroom?

The all new Tucson- Born dynamic
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Bring home an air purifier to breathe easy
Arun Jaitley Suresh Prabhu Manjinder Singh Sirsa with Anantbir Singh Badal

Neelam and Rajiv Pratap Rudy

R S Jaura Rajnath Singh Ravi Shankar Prasad

Piyush Goyal

So, you have triedeverything, from shutting
windows to running

exhaust fans. You have even
gone on a green spree and
brought home indoor plants,
but the harmful pollutants
have made permanent
residence in your home. As
the smog in the city refuses to
clear up, Delhiites are now
installing air purifiers in
their homes. Why is it
important to have these
saviours in the comfort of
your house? Well, it’s because
they help curb the level of
pollutants such as smoke and
dust, and also cleanse the air
of pollen, dust and chemicals,
helping you and your family
to breathe easy. So, if you are
planning to clean the air
around you, try air purifiers
by Daikin.
■ Choosing the right fit: An
air purifier’s effectiveness is
dependent on factors such as
number of people in the
room, placement and
pollution levels. Daikin goes
beyond just purifying the air
inside your home. Along with

purification, it decomposes
harmful pollutants, dust,
odours, bacteria, pet hair,
moulds mites and other
allergens. With a blend of
streamer discharge
technology and 6-stage
filtration process, Daikin air
purifier is aimed at producing
a healthy home environment.
■ Functionality matters:
Streamer discharge is a type
of plasma discharge with
decomposition strength
equivalent to a heat of
~1,00,000 °C. It also covers a
wide area for optimum
purification as it generates
high-speed electrons to purify
the area. Owing to this,
the technology is hailed
among the best air-
purification technologies in
the world.
Daikin air purifier also

claims to have a six-layer
powerful decomposition and
removal system which takes
care of minuscule particles in
the air. There is an option to
turn on the turbo mode in the
air purifier, which helps in
quickly cleaning away

harmful particles. The brand’s
air purifier has a high air flow
of 7m3/min which ensures
faster suction of room air, and
this in turn ensures faster air
purification.
■ Price-performance

parameter: Daikin air
purifier also claims that it can
help in 99.9% virus and
bacteria removal, and upto
99%mould spore removal.
The air purifier helps in
catching respirable

particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5)
and particulate matter 10
(PM10).
Priced at `24,500, you’d

want to invest in the purifier
that can prove to be one of the
best buys this season. HTC

Bollywood, in full glamour mode
Arecent do held inMumbai was super

stylish, as the evening
saw B-town get together
to party in their fashionable
best.
Actor Ranbir Kapoor

was spotted posing with
fashion designerManish
Malhotra, making quite
the picture in matching
black. Others seen at the
event included actors
Jaqueline Fernandez,
Sonakshi Sinha, Sophie
Choudry,Neetu and Rishi
Kapoor and entrepreneur
Gauri Khan.
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The air purifier by
Daikin has a blend of
streamer discharge
technology and
6-stage filtration
process

YK Koo, MD and CEO, HMIL, Rakesh Srivastava, Sr. VP sales and marketing, HMIL and B S Jeong, director sales and marketing, HMIL

Sukhbir Singh Badal with wife Harsimrat Kaur Badal

Gauri Khan and Farah Khan
Manish Malhotra and
Ranbir Kapoor

Jacqueline and Kim
Fernandez Neetu and Rishi Kapoor
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DAIKIN AIR PURIFIER ALSO CLAIMS TO HAVE
SIX-LAYER POWERFUL DECOMPOSITION AND REMOVAL
SYSTEMWHICH TAKES CARE OF MINUSCULE
PARTICLES IN THE AIR

Formaldehyde
and odours are
decomposed
Photocatalyst
and streamer
deodorising
catalyst

Dirty air

STREAMER DISCHARGE AREA

Clean air

Dust is
captured.
Bacteria and
allergens are
removed
Prefilter

Dust and
pollen are
electrically
charged and
then sent to
the filter
Plasma ionizer

Dust and pollen are
adsorbed by
electrically charged
filter
Electrostatic sut
collection filter
(front of pleated
dust collection filter)

Odours and viruses
are kept under
control by
photocatalyst
Titanium apatite
photocatalytic filter
(back of pleated dust
collection filter)

High-speed electrons are discharged that enable decomposition and removal
Streamer Discharge unit
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Learn about studying and living in the UK
from over 55 institutions.

Free entry
19 November
1pm – 6pm
British Council,
17 KG Marg, New Delhi

Pre-register for express entry at
www.educationuk.org/india/articles/
november-2016-exhibitions
or register on the day

For further information contact:
0120 6684353 0120 4569000
delhi.enquiry@in.britishcouncil.org
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